
 

Calcio Storico. For journalists who wish to apply for accreditation for the final matche of Calcio 
Storico 2023, the e-mail address to be used is the following: 
accrediti.tradizionipopolari@comune.fi.it.

Requests for the final match between the Azzurri di Santa Croce and the Rossi di Santa Maria 
Novella will be sent to this email by 12.00 (noon time) on Monday 19 June.

Requests arriving in a different way, sent after the set deadline or not complying with the needed 
requirements will not be considered. Due to the limited number of seats, press and photographer 
access will be granted upon availability. Newspapers can request and use the photographies 
provided by the Press Office of the Municipality of Florence.

Please note that, owing to the assignment of the exclusive rights to broadcast in Italy and abroad to 
the Showlab company, television coverage of any kind and on any other media will not be allowed; 
therefore, filming with cameras, tablets and mobile phones is not permitted, or the recording of 
films, nor their live transmission in any form whatsoever.

Anyone interested in filming the Calcio Storico Fiorentino must apply to 
accrediti.tradizionipopolari@comune.fi.it.

Showlab will guarantee the transfer of images for the right of information. In the accreditation 
request, each newspaper may indicate the name of one journalist and one photographer.

The request must indicate, for each accreditation:

- the name of the Newspaper

- the name and surname of the person to be accredited

- Tax ID code

- indication of the employment: whether journalist or photographer

- place and date of birth

- Copy of the Journalists’ Order card

- email address of the person to be accredited

- Telephone and email address of the Director or Editor in Chief

Accredited journalists and photographers will be issued a ticket for grandstand C (grandstand in the 
sun, unnumbered single seat).
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